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	Title: Predicting Patient Disability in MS from MRI Brain Abnormalities Using Machine Learning
	School: Fairview High School, Boulder
	Sponsor: Ryan Langendorf
	Abstract: Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic neurodegenerative disease that affects more than 2.8 million people worldwide. Due to its complexity, it has no cure. The Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS), which describes the severity of patient disability, is the most well known tool for tracking MS disease progression. Another measure of disease progression is T2 hyperintense white matter (WM) in brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans. My work focused on defining the relationship between brain activity and patient disability to establish MRI’s role in improving prediction accuracy. To do this I used MRI and supplementary data from a pre-existing dataset from the Baghdad Teaching Hospital to develop two neural networks to predict patient disability. MRI scans for 60 patients were analyzed and translated into numerical data, which were fed into a neural network alongside supplementary data on patient symptoms to predict EDSS scores. This neural network was compared to a neural network using only the supplementary data on patient symptoms to predict EDSS. The results exhibited that MRI data on patient brain activity do not improve nor worsen predictions of patient disability. However, the results were able to support that patient supplementary data were effective in predicting EDSS. Future work includes further tailoring the neural network structures through a better understanding of the biological relation between brain MRIs and multiple sclerosis. This work reinforces the idea that a synergy between biology and computer science is necessary in implementing machine learning in medical fields.
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